conducive to application.
• Small blocks can be done with a
helicopter and/or selected fields.
• As the helicopter is on the farm,
the farmer is able to see the
chemicals being mixed and loaded
– this is done on site.

W o r l d C l a s s Te c h n o l o g y

The helicopter is highly manoeverable over undulating terrain.
Laser technology gives the ability to measure within 1cm
accuracy of the plant canopy, and gives real time read-outs.

says that he prefers to do this
because, he smiles as he says “
I’m a farmer, I live here, and if the
work is not done properly the growers will soon see and I have to face
them so best to try it out on my own
farm first.”
Eugene’s farm is 52 ha, situated
in the Tala Valley, of which 40ha
is irrigated and made up mostly of
N25 and N36. His farm called At
Last Farm is as much about heritage as it is about cane growing.
“It was my parent’s farm, and I
grew up here. We farmed mostly vegetables when I was young,
and there were many hard years
here, challenging times including
severe drought, hail storms, total
crop losses. My parents struggled
through it all.”
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Eugene’s mother lost her battle
to cancer when Eugene was in his
last year of school. He dreamed
of flying, and was accepted into the
South African Airforce and commenced his pilot’s licence. Tragically,
his father was murdered in 1993
and Eugene returned to the farm.

Advantages of
Helicopter Spraying

“I was not prepared to give up
the farm. My parents had worked
too hard, and I decided to return.”
Eugene had no idea that one day
his farming and his flying would
merge into a career and business. He obtained his commercial
pilot’s licence in 1996 and in 2000
Helitractor was born when he
acquired an Enstrom F28C helicopter and a R22 Robinson helicopter.
Today he has the Robinson R44
and the large Bell 205 ‘Huey’ helicopter.

• The undulating terrain of
KwaZulu-Natal is particularly
suited to helicopter spraying for
effective application because
of a helicopter’s greater
manoeuvrability.
• Downward rotor wash from the
helicopter means that chemicals
reach the leaf underside when
they are ruffled. The chemical is
also pushed into the crop.
• As the helicopter takes off from
the site, application can be done
far earlier in the morning when
weather conditions are more

Jo ur nal
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There are numerous advantages
of helicopter spraying versus fixed
wing aircraft - cited by Eugene
as well as the growers whom he
sprays for. Here is a summary.
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Eugene is a perfectionist and has
continually sought ways to improve
precision. Working with the Texas A
and M University in the USA for the
past 12 years, Eugene researched
not only techniques of spraying,
but investigated equipment which
includes the hoppers which hold the
chemicals under the chopper.
The result is that three years ago
Eugene commenced a project which
has seen him and a friend invent
a kevlar and fibreglass tank to fit
under the belly of the Huey chopper
– attached to the tanks are specific
spray booms which extend a total
of 12.8 meters across the front of
the helicopter. Normal 24v 3-way
spraying systems tractor valves
open and close the booms from the
control panel inside the cockpit.
“The approach was to build something that was easy to repair, and
parts were readily available. A
simple Honda 5.5hp pump with a
herbicide resistant plastic pump
was attached to the skid, with a
24 v regulator valve on the delivery after the inline filter. This
valve would allow us to increase
or decrease the flow to the booms
whilst flying. A flow meter was
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fitted, again one that is
also used by tractors to
make repairs easier, and
placed inside the cockpit.
This allows me to see
the exact litres per ha
being applied, and should
it need to be increased or
decreased it can be done
on the fly whilst flying.
The pump can be bought
from any co-op and replaced
in minutes.”

Tracmap gives the grower a
detailed breakdown of application on
different fields.

This is the first tank of its kind
in the world and Eugene is in the
process of having it patented.
Eugene is the first crop sprayer in South Africa and the first
helicopter crop sprayer in Africa
to employ the highly sophisticated
AG-laser technology.
“When spraying fertiliser you
need to be 20m above the plant
canopy, however without laser
technology it becomes a guessing
game and the incorrect swath and
applications occur. Laser technology gives the ability to measure
within 1cm accuracy, and gives real
time read-outs,” says Eugene.
In addition Eugene uses Tracmap
to map the areas he sprays, and is
able to give the grower a detailed
breakdown of application on different fields. This GPS guided device
records not only the area sprayed
ensuring accurate coverage but
also the ground speed, the flow
rate of the chemical, and calculates
it back to a per hectare breakdown.
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“The farmer knows exactly and
precisely what has been done, and
has a detailed print out,” says Eugene.
The choice of chemical is the
farmer’s decision and Eugene
works with a variety of chemical
suppliers, however he says that
Farmers Agricare have been supportive of his innovative efforts
in improving efficiencies from the
start 10 years ago.
Graham Evans of Farmers Agricare says that the aerial helicopter
spraying has been a tremendous success, and has numerous advantages
over other application methods.
“In addition to the techniques and
equipment which sees Helitractor
offering a highly accurate and
precise application, they have an
extremely efficient mixing, re-fuelling and chemical loading system
which further facilitates efficient
chemical ripener application,” says
Graham.

M a r c h
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Eugene alongside his large
Bell 205 ‘Huey’ helicopter and
the specialised hopper for
applications such as fertilisers.
The helicopter is particularly
suited to lifting heavy loads.

“Chopper application of chemical
ripeners has enhanced the success
of ripening in our area and lead to a
greater acceptance of the practice
by growers. Farmer’s Agri-Care has
also utilized choppers for pesticide
applications in forestry, row crops
and vegetables.”
Eugene has featured in international aviation Journals and writes
about the aerial crop spraying.
Having a glimpse through one of
these publications, one realises that
aerial crop spraying from helicopters
is big business in other countries
including the USA and New Zealand.

started and the results have been
excellent. He uses top technology and
I trust Helitractor with my fields,”
says Conrad. Conrad notes that his
profit margins have increased.

The Journal spoke to cane farmer
Conrad Klipp, who is also Chairman
of UCL Company Ltd, which operates
a sugar mill, a wattle extract factory,
two sawmills and a number of mixed
farms and a trading division in the
midlands, about Helitractor.
“I have been using Eugene’s services and Helitractor almost since he

“There are so many advantages
including the fact that the helicopter
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“The biggest benefit though is
the precision, which means reduced
costs and increased income. For
me particularly the cane quality is
important because as a shareholder
in the mill, better cane quality means
better returns for all.”

Conrad and his brother Henning
operate a large sugarcane farm
near to Dalton and deliver to the
UCL sugar mill. Varieties grown are
mainly N12, followed by N31, N37 and
N48. The terrain is undulating and
the brothers ripen about a third of
their crop.
“We have had excellent results
with N31 – we ripen mature N31 on
an annual basis. This variety is good
for yields, but one of the failings
is that quality is compromised. We
found that with ripening we are getting the yields this variety delivers,
and have increased cane quality by
as much as 2% RV,” says Conrad.
He continues to say that they do
‘piggy-back’ ripening which is where
Ethopon is sprayed and then six
weeks later Fusilade is sprayed.

Grower notes improved
margins

is on your farm and you can start
early when there is no wind and
before the humidity drops – sometimes we are finished by 9am whereas before with fixed wing, spraying
only started after 10:30am because it
had to take off from further afield.”
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Speaking generally Conrad says
that the drought is worse than initially thought and they don’t know what
is in the cane fields. “That will only
be seen when harvesting. We were
pleased with the late spring and mid
summer rains however it is drying
off and we had under average rainfall in January and February in the
New Hanover district,” says Conrad.

E s t o n ’s C a n e Q u a l i t y
The Journal also spoke to Vis Pillay
the General Manager of Illovo Sugar
South Africa Ltd’s Eston sugar mill
about the aerial crop spraying as
they use it to spray their fields as
well as about the district generally.
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“Eugene has been successfully used in the district for
cane ripening; approximately a total of 1885 hectares
was ripened in 2010 in the Eston district and 92 ha’s
for Beaumont Farm. The mill subsidised ripening costs
for 340ha’s in the district. Currently 190 hectares of
Beaumont cane is being ripened, subsequent to the good
growing conditions in the latter part of last year Eugene
has worked closely with the growers to achieve optimum spraying and cost effective chemicals,” says Vis.

As we leave the undulating hills of the midlands home
to many pioneers of the industry, to top sugar mill
results, we realise that Eugene is perhaps more typical
of a farmer of this region than we first thought because
it is a region that prides itself on top results.

Jennifer Crawford
South African Sugar Journal

Eugene’s quality is good – his RV was 13.92 in 2008,
13,69 in 2009, and 14.04 on 2010. The mill average in
2008 was 13.34, 12.71 in 2009 and 14.14 in 2010.

Farmers Agri-Care
makes extensive use of
the Helitractor for the
application of a broad
range of crop protection
products, to various crops.

Vis says that the cane growing community works in
close liaison with the millers in ensuring that cane quality and cane supply is maintained.
“Whilst the weather conditions have been unkind at
times in terms of rain, wind and drought the cane quality was maintained to achieve the required sugar quality
for the markets. Eston reported the best cane quality in
the industry for 2010 season with RV%Cane of 14.13 and
mixed juice purity of 87.69.”
“The Eston Mill also had the best overall time efficiency of 88.89 with a record lost time % available of
1.99. The increased focus on 1 ton VHP sugar bagging of
38 000 tons during the past year and increasing further
during the current year, does place Eston as a strategic
market player.”
“The mill maintains the green environment in the
district amongst the lush cane fields. Recently a group
of birdwatchers from the Howick Birding Group were
impressed with the number of bird species at the water
recovery plant, including the Grey Crowned crane.”
Vis says that the mill prides itself of its safety records
with the Beaumont Farm achieving its million disabling
injury free man-hours in August 2010 and 5 Star NOSA
Platinum rating and 4 Star Rating at Eston Mill. Illovo
has also contributed to the upgrade of two schools i.e.
Hope Valley School and Arden Farm School as well as
providing water services to nearby school.

Contact your local Farmers Agri-Care
agent for more details.
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